
Tutorial 1 Factor Analysis
1. Find and load the bfi dataset (in the psych package).

library(psych) # bfi is autoloaded
2. What columns contain the Big-Five Inventory data?

1:25 called A1-5 C1-5 etc.
3. Find one or more packages in R that does parallel analysis.

paran
psych?

4. We’re going to use paran
install and load the paran package.

5. What is the name of the parallel analysis function in paran?
paran

6. Read the help
From an example: what are the necessary parameters to run a parallel analysis?
What do other parameters appear to do?

7. Let’s try and use the function to determine how many factors are in the bfi dataset…
8. Do rows with missing data break paran?

Yes
9. Does parallel analysis function need to be given just the columns you need to analyse?

Yes
10. Make a dataframe called df which contains just the complete cases, and just items 1:25 of the

bfi inventory.
df = bfi[complete.cases(bfi), 1:25]
df = na.omit(bfi[, 1:25])
extra credit: Should complete cases be used to remove unwanted rows, before you remove
the unwanted columns?

11. How many complete.cases exist in these personality data?
sum(complete.cases(bfi)) # 2236

12. Run the parallel analysis, write down the line of code to do this:
paran::paran(df)

13. How many factors do we have evidence exist in these personality data?
5

14. Did you get a graph?
not by default

15. Figure out which argument in paran will request a graph
paran::paran(df, graph= TRUE)
Extra credit: What is a scree plot? and how can you plot it? What does it show you?

16. Find R’s built-in factor analysis function What is it called?



factanal
tutor note - share this answer with the class if they don’t get it so we’re all using the same
package.

17. What parameters does this function need you to set?
data and factors at a minimum

18. What are the options in factanal?
Discuss what they do with each other.

19. Run a factor analysis, extracting the predicted number of factors from paran:
fa = factanal(df, factors = 5)

20. What does “uniqueness” mean?
How much of each item is NOT explained by the factors

21. Are these items fairly unique in general?
Yes, often well-over half their variance

22. Was the rotation you ran by default oblique or orthogonal (or none?)?
orthogonal

23. What is the name of an oblique rotation?
let me google that for you
promax or oblimin

24. TODO: to use oblimin, install.packages(“GPArotation”)
25. Use the oblique rotation

fa = factanal(df, factors = 5, rotation= "promax")
Is the structure “simple” now?

yes

What does that mean?
items have one high loading and all the rest are small

What are the factors? (i.e. name them based on their high loadings)
look at high-loadings on the print out

What do the empty cells mean?
custom print() hides small values.
extra credit: how can you show the value estimated for these blank cells?

26. Try and alter how the result prints out
The factor analysis object has a special print method, which supports sorting and hiding
small values!
print(fa, cutoff = .3, sort = TRUE)

27. What component of the factanal print summary shows you the correlation among the factors?

28. Are the 5 factors independent?
Mostly

29. Create scores for each subject (hint, the factor analysis function has a scores parameter)

fa = factanal(df, factors = 5, scores = "Bartlett", data = df, na.acti
on = na.exclude)

30. Why do we add na.exclude?



This adds empty NA cells for subjects with missing data: otherwise the scores would be mis-
aligned with the original data (bad!)

31. Add these scores to the dataset.

df$f1= fa$scores[,"Factor1"]

32. How can you add them all to the dataset in one go?
colbind

33. Preparation for next week
install umx, and run this example - report any problems to tim.bates@ed.ac.uk
warnings are fine, but there should be no errors.
The examples should open plots in your browser.

    install.packages("umx")
    require("umx")
    example("umxACE", package = "umx")

Bravo!

Extra credit if you finish early

1. What could go wrong in a parallel analysis if the data have a hierarchical structure like we know
personality does?

2. Play with the options to paran and factanal
3. Try doing all of this with IQ data set Holzinger from psych

psych::Holzinger.9
Note: this is a correlation matrix: does factanal have special way to pass in cov instead of
raw data?

4. Try everything above again: practice creates skill.
5. Do an FA on some of your own data.

To prepare for next week’s tutorials and lectures

1. Read the ?umx::umxRAM help, and run one or more models from its examples
2. Advanced credit: Try and re-run one of the factor analyses using umxFactanal

Scientific as opposed to statistical Questions:

1. Do you think personality has 5 domains: why?
2. Is the BFI a high quality measure?
3. What would happen to the parallel analysis if we sampled more behaviours (facets)?
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